“like” us on Facebook!

Set up an advising appointment by dropping by Ballantine 132 or calling 812-856-1747.

**PACE Courses for Spring**

http://www.pace.indiana.edu/forms/Spring%202016%20PACE%20courses.pdf

**PACE-C 400 ISSUE FORUM, CLASS #10668, 1 CR., 1 DAY MEETING, TOPIC: ABORTION AND REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS**

http://pace.indiana.edu/C-400IssueForum.shtml

**Events of Interest**

1. **BEYOND FREEDOM & VIOLENCE: NORMALIZING RELIGION IN THE STUDY OF WORLD POLITICS**
   Wednesday, November 18, 5:30 p.m. Hoagy Carmichael Room, Morrison Hall
   A public lecture by Elizabeth Shakman Hurd (Northwestern University). What would the study of religion, global politics and public life look like if religion were neither absorbed fully into the political nor allowed to stand apart from history? What would it entail for scholars to acknowledge the instability of the category of religion, without dissolving it entirely? This lecture will explore these questions, drawing on the arguments of Hurd’s new book, *Beyond Religious Freedom*, alongside recent work by Noah Salomon and Matthew Scherer. The talk will conclude with a discussion of the limitations of concepts of religious freedom and religious violence as foundational categories of global political analysis, drawing on examples from Myanmar and Kyrgyzstan.

2. **DISCUSSION: “BLOOMINGTON LABOR HISTORY”**
   Wednesday, November 18, 5:30 p.m.; Monroe County History Museum
   A panel featuring local labor leaders and labor historian Jefferson Cowie (Cornell University)

3. **LECTURE: “JUST WAGES: THE WORLD HISTORY OF AN IDEA”**
   Thursday, November 19, 5:00 p.m.; Mathers Museum of World Cultures
   With labor historian Jefferson Cowie (Cornell University).

4. **REGISTER TO VOTE: BALLOTS AND BAKED!**
   Wednesday, December 2, 5 - 7 p.m.; Read Residence Center Lobby
   Stop by and grab a cookie from Baked! as you learn how you can be a registered and informed voter in your community. Haven’t registered to vote yet? Bring your driver’s license or state-issued ID and we can help. If you have one of those from Indiana, bring your laptop to help speed up the process. Sponsored by Hutton Honors Council Association and Baked! of Bloomington.

5. **OXFAM IU PANEL ON TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP**
   Wednesday, December 2, 6 p.m.; Hodge Hall, Room 111
   A panel and discussion on the Trans-Pacific Partnership, its negotiation process, and its potential benefits and drawbacks. Speaking will be Professor Bauerle Danzman, of International Studies, Professor Fidler of Maurer School of Law, and Professor Dau-Schmidt of Maurer School of Law. The event is free and open to the public, and free food will be provided.
6 HOLIDAY GUIDE TO GIVING AND VOLUNTEERING
Give back this holiday season! Use the Holiday Guide to Giving and Volunteering to connect to opportunities for service and giving - many are great for families and people of all ages! Keep in mind that many "day-of" holiday volunteer opportunities fill up fast. Keeping your dates flexible and understanding that your help will be most needed just before and after the formal holidays will give you more options to connect to service. Questions? Please contact Bet Savich at volunteer@bloomington.in.gov or (812) 349-3472. BloomingtonVolunteerNetwork.org/Holidays

Leadership, Internships & Careers

7 HOOSIER LEADERSHAPE
LeaderShape is a week-long leadership institute that will challenge you to get out of your comfort zone. You won’t learn how to run better meetings; you’ll learn to change the world—whatever that might mean to you. Deadline to apply is February 22. LeaderShape will take place March 13-18, 2016. You must attend the full week. Questions? Email leadiu@indiana.edu. Please let PACE know if you are interested in this event so that we can consider sponsoring you! Apply at https://leadershape.org/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2fapplications%2fapply%2f3252

8 WASHINGTON LEADERSHIP PROGRAM (SPEA SEMESTER IN D.C.)
If you will be a junior or senior in Fall 2016 or Spring 2017, you may now apply. PACE will count the internship as well as one of the seminars as an elective toward the certificate, if you consult with the PACE internship director when you are accepted. https://spea.indiana.edu/student-experience/enrichment-opportunities/wlp/. The Washington Leadership Program (WLP) will have three more call-out sessions this semester. They will be held on November 18, at 1:00 p.m., in SPEA 316; November 19 at 4 p.m. in SPEA 169; and December 9, at 6 p.m., in SPEA 316. The application deadline for the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 cohorts is Tuesday, January 19. Send questions to wlp@indiana.edu.

9 UNIV. OF WASHINGTON ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SUMMER RESEARCH PROGRAM
June 20 – August 19, 2016 in Seattle, WA; Application Deadline: February 1, 2016; Stipend: $5,200
The UW Environmental Health Research Experience Program (EHREP) is a funded, 10 week summer experience for undergraduates with an interest in environmental health sciences. EHREP provides students with hands on experience in laboratories of leading researchers, introduces them to key environmental and occupational health issues while offering research exposure that will help them become competitive for graduate school. Students will work full-time under the supervision of a faculty mentor and will receive a stipend of $5,200. http://deohs.washington.edu/ehrep.